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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the problem 
u’(t) = 40 u(t) + f(4 w, 
thought of as a perturbation of 
v’(t) = A(t) v(t); 
the problem 
u’(t) = F@, u(t)) + G(t, u(t)), 
thought of as a perturbation of 
and the problem 
if 0 < t < c and 
v’(t) = F(t, o(t)); 






u(t) = f(t) - j-o’ W, 4 4s) ds - s” & s) (44 + g(s, u(s))) ds, (6) 0 
if t > c, thought of as a perturbation of 
v(t) = f(t) - Jot k(t, s) v(s) ds. (7) 
For each of these problems there are known results in which the perturbation 
is bounded by an integrable function or a function haying limit zero as 
t + co. See, for example, F. Brauer and J. S. W. Wong [l], W. A. Coppel[2], 
P. Talpalaru [13], and the present author [5, 63. We shall show herein that 
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the condition on the perturbation can be relaxed to an asymptotic Stepanoff 
condition if there is a slight strengthening of the stability hypothesis on the 
unperturbed system. 
The linear differential Eq. (2) is a special case of both the nonlinear 
differential Eq. (4) and the linear integral Eq. (7). Nevertheless, we shall 
study it separately, since the results we thus obtain are better than direct 
specializations of our results regarding (4) and (7). 
2. THE LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
Let Y be a finitedimensional linear space with norm 1 1, and, if c is a 
nonnegative number, let R, = [c, co). Let J&’ be the algebra of linear func- 
tions from Y to Y, with induced norm II//, and let I be the identity in JX!. 
Let A be a continuous function from R, to ~2. Let @ be the fundamental 
solution for (2), i.e., Q, is that continuously differentiable function from Rf 
to &’ such that D(O) = 1 and Q’(t) = A(t) @p(t) whenever t > 0. Recall that 
each value of Q, is invertible. Let Mi be the subspace of Y to which x belongs 
if and only if the function from R+ to Y described by t - @(t)x is bounded. 
Let Ma be a subspace of Y such that Y = Ml @ M, , and let PI and P, 
be supplementary projections in & with ranges M, and M, , respectively. 
Let L be the Coppel kernel associated with (2), i.e., L is that function from 
R+ x R+ to SZZ such that L(t, S) = Q(t) P,@(s)-l if s :.’ t and L(t, s) = 
-G(t) P,@(s)-l if s > t. 
Let f be a continuous function from R, x Y to Y, and let w be a continuous 
function from R+ x R+ to R+. Let p and q be in (I, co) and suppose 
p + q = pq. We shall need the following conditions. 
(Cl) There is a positive number K such that 
f (Ik+l // L(t, S)ilQ dS)l’@ -< K, 
r;=o k 
whenever t is in R, . 
(C2) If (t, x) is in R, x Y then / f(t, x)1 < w(t, 1 x I). 
(C3) If (r, s, t) is in R, x R, x R, and r < s then w(t, r) < w(t, s). 





w(s, C)P ds = 0. 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose that euch of (Cl), (C2), (C3), and (C4) is true. 
Then if b > 0 and v is a bounded solution of (2) on R, there is c 3 b and a 
solution u of (1) on R, such that 
piI 1 u(t) - v(t)/ = 0. (8) 
Furthermore, if b > 0 and u is a bounded solution of (1) on R, then there is a 
solution v of (2) on R, such that (8) is true. 
Theorem 1 is related to [l, Theorem 11 and [13, Theo&me 2.11. For 
example, in [13], it was shown that if (Cl) is weakened to 
f m IIL(t, 411” ds dKq, 0 
whenever t > 0 and (C4) is strengthened to 
s 
m 
w(sy c)” ds < Oo7 0 
whenever c is in R+, then our conclusions prevail. Condition (Cl) is known [9] 
to be the necessary and sufficient condition that if g is a locally integrable 
function from Rf to Y and 
sup tao It’+’ I g(W ds < ~0, 
then there is at least bounded solution on R, of 
u’(t) = g(t) + 4) u(t). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let b be in R, and let v be a bounded solution of (2) 
on [b, co). Let u be a number such 1 v(t)1 < (T whenever t 3 b. Let c be an 
integer in R, such that if k is an integer and k 3 c then 
s k+l k 
Let .% be the Banach space of all bounded continuous functions from R, 
to Y, with norm Y given by r(g) = super ) g(t)]. If d is a positive number 
let P’(d) be that subset of 6% to which g belongs if and only if v(g) < d. 
If x is in P’(~u), let T(x) be that function y from R, to Y given by 
r(t) = v(t) + j-k> 4fh 44) ds. 
e 
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It is clear from (Cl), (C2), (C3), and (C4) that these integrals exist and 
describe a continuous function. Also, if (t, X) is in R, x 9’(2u), 
d u + zc 1 S,*CI% S) f(s, +)) ds i .
But if k is an integer in R, then 
s k+l < II L(t, s)li 4, I +)I) ds k 
s Is+1 < II W, s>ll4,24 ds k 
< ,%I II L(t, s)ll” ds)“’ (s:” w(s, 2a)* ds)“’ 
Thus 
< (u/K) (Jkk+l /j L(t, s)llQ ds)? 
1 T(x) (91 Gu + ic (u/W (j-;+’ l/W, s)ll” df’* 
and T maps 9720) into ~72~). 
Suppose h>L is an 9(2o)-valued sequence and lim,,, xfl(t) = x,(t) 
locally uniformly on R, . If n is a nonnegative integer, let yn = T(x,). Let E 
be a positive number, and let d be an integer in R, such that if k is an integer 
and k > d then 
s kfl w(s, 2~)” ds < (e/4K)p. k 
Since lim 91-rf(t, xn(t)) =f(t, x,(t)) locally uniformly on R, , there is a 
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positive integer n, such that if n > n, then 1 f(t, am) - f(t, x,(t))/ < e/2K 
whenever t is in [c, d]. Now, if t is in R, and rz > n, , 
I Y&l - Y&l 
< &) j” II+ s)ll ds + 2 2 1”” II-W, 4ll+, 24 d 
e k=d k 
< (+) gc jkk+l II W, 411 ds 
+ 2 f (j”” l/L@, s)llq ds)“’ ( jkk+l w(s, 20)” a-s)“* 
k=d k 
< (&-) i (j”” /la?+, s)llq ds)l’q + (&) id (jkk+’ II W, 41q ds)‘lq 
k=c k 
Thus T is continuous, considered as a mapping from Y(20) with the topology 
of locally uniform convergence to Y(2a) with the topology induced by v. 
Routine computations show that if x is in S(20) and y = T(x) then y is 
continuously differentiable and y’(t) = A(t)y(t) + f(t, x(t)) whenever t is 
in R, . Thus the set {y’: y is in T(Y(2u))) is locally uniformly bounded and 
T(Y(2u)) is locally uniformly equicontinuous. It now follows from the 
fixed-point theorem of J. Schauder [12] ( see also [3, p. 91) that T has a fixed 
point in Y(2u). 
Let u be a member of Y(2u) such that zc = T(u). It is clear that u solves (1) 
on R, , and it remains to show (8). 
It is clear that if t is in R, then 
I U(t) - 491 < jm 11% 411 4,W ds. c (9) 
Let E be a positive number, and find an integer d in R, such that 
s k+l w(s, 2u)~ ds < k 
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whenever h is an integer and k > d. It follows from (Cl) that 
whenever t is in R, , and therefore [3, Lemma 1, p. 681 tells us that 
lim,,, I/ O(t) PI (1 = 0. Let 7 in Rd be such that if t 3 T then 
jj Q(t) Pl 11 j-” II Q(s)-l II w(s, 20) ds < ; . 
G 
Now, if t 2 T, 
< j-” II L(t, 411 4,2a) ds + f (I”-’ II L(t, s)ll” ds)’ (+F) c k-d k 
Thus 
< II @p(t) PI II 1” II @(V II 4,24 ds + $ c 
< 6. 
F+: Irn 11 L(t, s)ll w(s, 20) ds = 0, 
c 
and (9) implies (8). 
Now suppose that b 3 0 and u is a bounded solution of (1) on R, . Define 
v on R, according to 
v(t) = u(t) - lhrn L(t, s)f(s, u(s)) ds. 
Now routine computations show that u is bounded, v solves (2) on R, , and 
I v(t) - 4t)l < s:’ II W +I 4, r> ds 
whenever t is in R, , where y is a bound for u. It is now clear that (8) follows, 
and the proof is complete. 
3. THE NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
In this section we let F and G be continuous functions from R, x Y to Y, 
let 01 be a real-valued continuous function on R, , and let w be a continuous 
function from R, x R, to R, . We shall need the following conditions. 
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(C5) If (4 x9 Y) is in RO x Y x Y and c is a positive number then 
I x - Y - cw, 4 - w, Y>ll 2 [l - 4)l I x - y I. 
(C6) There is a positive number K such that if t is in R,, and n is the 
largest integer in [0, t] then 
(C7) If (t, x) is in RO x Y then 1 G(t, x)1 < w(t, 1 x I). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that each of (C3), (C4), (CS), (C6), and (C7) is true. 
If b is in R,, and D is a bounded solution of (4) on R, then there is a member c
of R, and a solution u of (3) on R, such that (8) is true. Furthermore, if b is 
in RO and u is a bounded solution of (3) on R, then there is a solution v of (4) 
on R, such that (8) is true. 
It was shown in [5] that if (C6) is weakened to 
whenever t > 0, and if (C4) is strengthened to 
I 
m 
w(s9 c)” ds < cos 0 
whenever c is in R+, then our conclusions prevail, Compare also [7, Theo- 
rem 31. The modifications required to move from [5] to our present Theorem 2 
are essentially the same as the modifications required to move from [13, 
Theo&me 2.11 to our present Theorem 1. Therefore we shall not include 
a proof of Theorem 2. 
It should be noted that Theorem 2 includes the special case of Theorem 1 
which prevails if P2 = 0, i.e., all solutions of (2) are bounded. Let p be the 
matrix “measure” of W. A. Coppel [3, p. 411, and let 01 be given by 
a(t) = p(A(t)). Now it follows from a slight modification of [3, Theorem 3, 
p. 581 that 
II W) @W II < exp [Jt 49 dr] , 
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whenever 0 < s < t. Clearly now (C6) implies (Cl). Also, if (t, x) is in 
R, x Y and c is a positive number then 
so our choice of 01 ensures (C5). 
An intermediate case comes when F is continuously differentiable. In this 
case, (C5) is equivalent to requiring that p(a/ax(F(t, x))) < a(t) whenever 
(t, x) is in R,, x Y. (Compare [lo, Chapter 21 and [4, Section 41). Also, if 
( 1 ) is an inner product on Y and 1 / is the associated inner product norm, 
then (C.5) is equivalent to requiring that Re(x - y j F(t, x) - F(t, y)) < 
a(t) 1 x - y I2 whenever (t, x, y) is R, x Y x Y (compare [8, Section II]). 
4. THE LINEAR INTEGRAL EQUATION 
If r is the resolvent kernel associated with (7), i.e., Y satisfies 
r(t, s) = I+, s) - It I+, 5) k(5, s) dt, 
s 
whenever 0 < s ,< t, then z, in (7) is given by 
v(t) = f(t) - lot r(t, 4 f(s) ds, 
and our eventual perturbation problem amounts to finding a member c of 
R. and a solution u on R, of 
u(t) = v(t) - I” r(t, s) g(s, u(s)) ds. 
c 
(See [ll, Chapter V, Section 11). Thus, as in [6], we shall dispense with (5), 
(6), and (7) and study (10) directly. 
Let D = {(t, s): 0 < s < t>. Let v be a continuous function from R, to Y, 
let Y be a locally integrable function from D to ~2, let g be a continuous 
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function from & x Y to Y, and let w be a continuous function from R, x R, 




t jl r(t, s)\\ ds = 0, 
t+7+ 7 
uniformly from 7 in [0, a]. W e assume the reader to be familiar with the 
basic existence and continuation results of [ll, Chapter II, Sections l-23 
(see also [6, p. 4961). Let p and p be as before. 
(C8) There is a positive number K such that if t is in R,, and n is the 
greatest integer in [0, t] then 
(j-- IIr(t, s)llg ds)“’ + z; (s:,’ IIrtt, 411” Q$” GK. 
(C9) If 7 is in R, then 
(ClO) If (t, x) is in R, x Y then / g(t, x)[ < ~(t, I 3~ I). 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that each of (C3), (C4), (C8), and ((210) is true. 
Suppose that v is bounded with bound m. Then if y > 0 there is c in R, such 
that every local solution of (IO) can be extended to a solution on R, bounded by 
m + Y. 
THEOREM 4. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 3, suppose that (C9) 
is true. 1j c is in R, and u is a bounded solution of (10) on R, then (8) is true. 
Note that if (C8) is weakened to 
I ot II p(t, s)llg ds B Kg, 
whenever t is in % , and (C4) is strengthened as in earlier comments, then 
Theorems 3 and 4 coincide with [6, Theorems 1 and 21. Note also that if r” 
is a locally integrable function from R0 to &’ and 
i. (I” II Wig ds)“* < 03, 
and if r is given by r(t, s) = ?(t - s), then (C8) is true. 
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Theorem 3 can be proved with arguments similar to those for [6, Theo- 
rem 11, and we shall not include them. Theorem 4, however, seems to be 
a departure, inasmuch as (C9) is the same as the additional condition used 
in [6, Theorem 21, and not a “Stepanoff-like” condition. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let c be in R, and let u be a bounded solution of (10) 
on R, . Let m be a bound for u, and let fi be a positive number such that 
s 
t+1 
W(S, m)* ds < /3~‘, 
t 
whenever t is in R, . Let n be the largest integer in [0, c]. Let E be a positive 
number, and let T be an integer in R, such that 
s 
?%+1 
W(S, m)* ds < 
k 
Let 7 be an integer in R, such that 
s 1 II r(t, #’ ds <(4(2/V + 7 -WV 
whenever t 3 7. Now, if t is in R, and X is the largest integer in [0, t], 
I 40 - 401 
G 1 jT r(t, 4 &, u(s)) ds 1 + / jTt r(t, s) g(s, u(s)) ds j c 
< f’ I/ r(t, s)ll w(s, m) ds + jA I/ r(t, s)ll w(s, m) ds t jA’ II r(t, s)ll4sy m> ds 
-c 7 
f (IT /I r(t, s)lla ds)“’ (jT w(s, mJ1, ds)“* 
e d 
+ y (j”“Il r(t, s)j/Q ds)“’ (jkkG1 w(s, m)p ds)“’ 
k-7 k 
+ ( jAt 11 r(t, s)J]Q ds)l” ( jAt w(s, m)p ds)l” 
G (2/3(1 + : - c)lIP) (CT - c) ,V’” + (+) (( jAt II r(f> W ds)l” 
i- z (j”“il r(t, s)llQds)l’Q) < % + + 
T k 
= 6. 
Thus (8) is true and the proof is complete. 
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